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Vector Tracking Based on Factor Graph
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Abstract—Position and location constitute critical context
for Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Global navigation satel-
lite systems (GNSSs) are the primary apparatus providing
precise position and location information for IoT devices in
outdoor environments. However, in dense urban areas, non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) signals will induce large errors in GNSS
pseudorange measurements due to the additional signal transmis-
sion paths. The vector tracking (VT) technique utilizing a Kalman
filter (KF) to estimate navigation solutions has been investigated
in NLOS detection, and its advantages have been demonstrated.
However, the estimation of NLOS-induced bias has not been thor-
oughly investigated in the VT framework. In this article, we focus
on the estimation and correction of NLOS-induced errors within
the VT framework. First, graph optimization (GO) instead of a
KF is incorporated with VT to optimize the estimation of naviga-
tion solutions. The NLOS-induced bias is then added to the VT
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state vector as the variable for real-time estimation. Compared
with the KF-VT method, in GO-VT, the state transformation and
the measurement model are regarded as constraints to optimize
the state vector estimation. Hence, the GO-VT framework is
more flexible than the KF approach in dealing with state vec-
tor changes. An iterative process is conducted to solve for the
optimization results; a multiple-correlator scheme is employed
in GO-VT to provide the initial values of the NLOS-induced
bias. Three collected GPS L1 data sets (static and dynamic) are
used to evaluate the proposed method. The statistical results sup-
port the conclusion that GO-VT with state augmentation achieves
superior position estimation in urban areas.

Index Terms—Factor graph optimization (FGO), global nav-
igation satellite system (GNSS), Kalman filter (KF), nonline of
sight (NLOS), vector tracking (VT).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the significant advances in electronics and com-
munications technologies in recent years, the usage of

Internet of Things (IoT) devices and services has seen explo-
sive growth [1]–[3]. IoT devices and techniques are helping
to shape future society, industry, and human life. Position
and location information is critical for massive-scale IoT
devices and services. For outdoor applications, global naviga-
tion satellite systems (GNSSs) can generate precise position,
velocity, and timing information [4], [5]. However, in urban
areas, which are characterized by tall buildings and narrow
streets, GNSS signals might be blocked or reflected, and the
positioning errors are considerably exacerbated under these
conditions [6]–[8]. A GNSS receiver generates measurements,
i.e., pseudorange and pseudorange rates, by aligning the local
signal replica and the incoming received signals. Position and
velocity information is then obtained from the generated pseu-
dorange and pseudorange rate measurements [6]–[8]. When
the signals are all directly received by the antenna, the position
and velocity are expected to be generated precisely. However,
in urban areas, signal blockage will degrade the positioning
accuracy; specifically, signal blockage will affect the geometric
distribution of the signals. Signal reflection will contaminate
the pseudorange measurements. Additional signal transmis-
sion paths will induce a time-varying bias in the pseudorange
measurements [9]–[11].

In a conventional GNSS receiver, the signal tracking pro-
cess is usually composed of carrier tracking [with a phase-
locked loop (PLL) or a frequency-locked loop (FLL)] and
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code tracking (with a delay-locked loop). Each channel
works independently and accomplishes signal tracking indi-
vidually [24]–[27]. This architecture, referred to as “scalar
tracking,” ignores the inherent relationship between the nav-
igation solutions and signal tracking parameters [24]–[27].
Coops first proposed the vector tracking (VT) concept in the
1980s. At that time, GNSS signal tracking and navigation solu-
tion estimation were first integrated into a single functional
block rather than separate blocks in the conventional GNSS
receiver architecture [28]. Then, Spilker proposed a vector
delay-locked loop (VDLL), which exploits the inherent rela-
tionship between position and code tracking [29]. Building on
this background, VT has received wide attention and has been
extensively investigated in the community [30]–[32]. Its ben-
efits and robustness in challenging signal environments, e.g.,
environments with weak signals, highly dynamic conditions,
interference, and signal outages, have been fully assessed and
demonstrated [33]–[37]. In VT, the navigation solutions are
fed back to calculate the signal tracking parameters. For code
tracking, the position is utilized to calculate the code tracking
parameters. When non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions occur,
the position estimated with healthy satellites is utilized to cal-
culate the code phase. The code phase difference between
the NLOS-contaminated incoming signals and the local code
replica reflects the NLOS reception state [38], [39]. Under
NLOS conditions, the code phase difference containing the
NLOS-induced bias should be estimated and compensated for.

II. RELATED WORKS

To guarantee GNSS positioning accuracy, NLOS signals
must be detected and corrected [9]–[22]. Scientists and
researchers in the community have given much attention to
this problem, and various methods have been proposed and
investigated for detecting NLOS conditions and correcting the
resulting errors. According to a careful review of the liter-
ature, the proposed algorithms and methods can be divided
into two different categories: 1) detection and 2) correction.
NLOS signals usually have lower signal strength due to reflec-
tion, which could be a useful characteristic for classifying
and identifying NLOS signals [9]–[11]. Apart from the signal
power, various other features (elevation angle, delta pseudo-
range, etc.) extracted from the signal processing results can
also be employed to classify NLOS signals with machine
learning methods [support vector machines (SVMs); gradient
boosting decision trees (GBDTs), etc.] [12]–[16]. Recently,
deeper signal processing results known as correlator out-
puts have been employed in NLOS detection. NLOS and
LOS signals have different correlator curves; NLOS signals
have lower peaks in the correlator outputs, and there is a
bias between the correlator peaks and the prompt correla-
tor outputs [17], [18]. Correlator outputs are processed by
deep learning neural networks [convolutional neural networks
(CNNs)], and the features are automatically learned [17].
In addition, external information or environmental aware-
ness, i.e., 3-D city models, sky-pointing fisheye cameras, and
LiDAR, can be utilized to detect NLOS conditions [19]–[22].
With a 3-D city model or LiDAR data, the elevation angle of

the boundary of the surrounding buildings can be extracted
and compared to that of the satellites to detect NLOS con-
ditions [19]–[22]. Additionally, with a sky-pointing fisheye
camera, building boundaries can be extracted, and the satel-
lites can then be projected onto the captured image for NLOS
detection [19]–[22].

Once NLOS conditions have been detected, the two options
are to exclude or correct the NLOS-contaminated measure-
ments. Excluding such measurements from position estimation
is an effective way to mitigate the negative influence of NLOS-
induced errors on the position accuracy [19]–[22]. However, in
dense urban areas, the available in-view satellites are limited
due to signal blockage, and such mitigation will distort the
geometric distribution of the in-view satellites. The resulting
decrease in the number of in-view satellites and the dis-
tortion of the satellites’ geometric distribution will degrade
the GNSS position accuracy [22], [23]. Therefore, the better
way is to correct the NLOS-contaminated measurements and
include them in GNSS position estimation. With a 3-D model
or LiDAR, the signal transmission paths can be traced, and
the additional code phase delay can be extracted and applied
to correct the NLOS-induced errors. However, unfortunately,
the NLOS signal ray-tracing method is usually computation-
ally intensive [22], [23]. Additionally, such external sensors
or similar sources of aid are not always available. Therefore,
a self-contained NLOS detection and correction method is
preferable. Recently, an advanced GNSS signal processing
method, VT, has been proposed and investigated for the detec-
tion of NLOS signals and the correction of the associated
errors [22], [23].

VT-based NLOS detection and correction has recently been
reported in [38] and [39]. Multiple correlators have been
designed to extract the code bias, which is then employed
to correct the NLOS-induced errors. In the conventional VT
framework, a Kalman filter (KF) is usually utilized as the nav-
igation filter to estimate the navigation solutions. The outputs
of VDLL and VFLL discriminators are utilized to compose
the measurement vector of the navigation filter. Specifically,
the VDLL discriminator outputs are related to the position-
ing errors and local clock bias, and the VFLL discriminator
outputs are related to the velocity errors and local clock
drift [38], [39]. The navigation solutions estimated in the
previous epoch are utilized to predict the signal tracking
parameters, and in this manner, the state vectors are corre-
lated in time [40]–[42]. Some variants of the KF have also
been explored in VT to improve VT performance [40]–[42].
However, the KF ignores the time correlation between the
state vectors. The uncertainty contained in the previous state
vector might distort the recursive estimation of the current
state vector in the KF. In our recent work, we investi-
gated the feasibility of using an optimization method as
the navigation estimator in VT [43]. However, only a lim-
ited smoothing window size was utilized, and NLOS-induced
bias was not considered. In this article, we first construct a
factor graph optimization (FGO)-VT procedure using the well-
known opensource graph optimization library GTSAM [44].
The NLOS-induced bias is added to the state vector as an
unknown variable for real-time estimation. Multiple correlators
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are utilized to provide initial values for the NLOS-induced bias
state. The FGO method has the advantage of “plug-and-play”
characteristics for flexibly dealing with state or measurement
vector changes. The contributions of this work are summarized
as follows.

1) An FGO-VT technique is proposed, in which the KF is
replaced with the FGO method as the navigation filter for
VT. Model factors and clock factors are defined to con-
struct the graph. As more state vectors are estimated and
optimized via FGO, smoother results are expected due
to fuller utilization of the past measurements and state
vector propagation relationships. Additionally, FGO-VT
is more flexible in dealing with the state or measurement
vector changes.

2) The NLOS-induced bias is added to the state vector
for real-time estimation, and multiple correlators are
employed to extract the initial values of the NLOS-
induced bias. The FGO method is then used to optimize
the estimation through an iterative process to realize
better correction of NLOS-induced errors.

The following section describes the KF-VT technique,
including the VT navigation filters, state equation, and mea-
surement equation, as well as the LOS/NLOS signal model and
the new navigation filter model under NLOS conditions. Then,
the experimental section follows, which describes how three
GPS L1 IF data sets were employed to assess the proposed
method. Detailed results and in-depth analysis are presented
for thorough assessment. Finally, we discuss the results and
conclude this article.

III. KALMAN-FILTER-BASED VECTOR TRACKING

In this section, we present the VT navigation filter under
LOS conditions; then, the LOS and NLOS signal models are
given. Finally, the VT navigation filter considering the NLOS-
induced bias as a state variable is introduced.

A. VT Navigation Filter Model Under LOS Conditions

As mentioned in Section I, VT utilizes a navigation
filter to estimate navigation solutions using correlator out-
put measurements. The VT module employed in this work
is composed of a VDLL and a vector frequency-locked
loop (VFLL) [38], [39]. Specifically, the VDLL and VFLL
discriminator outputs are utilized as the measurements for the
VT navigation filter. In a typical VT navigation filter, the state
vector δx comprises positioning errors, velocity errors, and
clock-related errors. δx is usually defined as follows [38], [39]:

�x = [
�pos,�vel,�tb,�td

]T (1)

where the vector δpos denotes the three-axis VT position-
ing errors in the earth-centered earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinate
system, the vector δvel denotes the VT velocity errors in the
ECEF coordinate system, δtb denotes the user clock bias error
in units of meters, and δtd denotes the user clock drift error
in units of meters per second.

The VT navigation filter system propagation equation is

�xk+1= Fk,k+1 · �xk + μk (2)

where μk denotes the process noise vector of the state model,
which is assumed to be subject to a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean; the covariance matrix of the state model process
noise vector μk is Qk; and Fk,k+1 denotes the state transforma-
tion matrix between the kth and (k + 1)th epochs. Specifically,
its equation is

Fk,k+1 =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

I3×3 I3×3 · T0 03×2

03×3 I3×3 03×2

02×3 02×3

[
1 T0
0 1

]

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(3)

where the matrix I3×3 is the identity matrix and the variable
T0 is the update interval of the VT navigation filter, which
usually takes a value of 1 ms.

For VT, the VFLL is utilized for carrier tracking, and the
VDLL performs code tracking. The relationship between the
velocity error δvelTk+1 and the pseudorange rate error mea-
surements (VFLL carrier discriminator outputs) δzprr

k+1 can be
modeled as follows [38], [39]:

zprr
k+1 = Hprr

k+1 · �velTk+1 + [
1 1 · · · 1

]T
1×N

× �td,k+1 + η
prr
k (4)

with

Hprr
k+1 =

⎡

⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

−LOS(1)
x −LOS(1)

y −LOS(1)
z

−LOS(2)
x −LOS(2)

y −LOS(2)
z

...
...

...

−LOS(N)
x −LOS(N)

y −LOS(N)
z

⎤

⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

N×3

(5)

[
−LOS(i)

x −LOS(i)
y −LOS(i)

z

]
=
(

pos(i) − posu

)/∥∥∥pos(i) − posu

∥∥∥

(6)

where pos(i) and posu denote the position vectors of the ith
satellite and the user receiver, respectively, and η

prr
k represents

the measurement noise vector, which has dimensions of N ×1.
The relationship between the code errors (discriminator out-

puts) δzpr
k+1 and the positioning error δpos is modeled as

follows:

zpr
k+1 = Hpr

k+1 · �posT
k+1 + [

1 1 · · · 1
]T

1×N

× �tb,k+1 + η
pr
k+1 (7)

where Hpr
k+1 denotes the pseudorange measurement obser-

vation matrix, which is identical to the pseudorange rate
measurement observation matrix Hprr

k+1, and η
pr
k+1 denotes the

measurement noise vector. The VT navigation filter model is
written as

�zk+1 =
[

�zpr
k+1

�zprr
k+1

]
= Hk+1 · �xk+1 +

[
η

prr
k+1

η
prr
k+1

]
(8)

with

Hk+1 =
[

Hpr
k+1 0N×3 A

0N×3 Hprr
k+1 B

]
(9)

A =

⎡

⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0
1 0
...

...

1 0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎥
⎦

N×2

(10)
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B =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎣

0 1
0 1
...

...

0 1

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎦

N×2

. (11)

With the state and measurement models illustrated
in (1)–(11), a KF is usually employed to estimate the state
vector. The KF works recursively in a two-step process. In
the first step, the KF predicts the state vector and the state
estimation error covariance matrix. The equations are

�x−
k+1 = Fk,k+1 · �xk (12)

P−
k+1 = Fk,k+1 · Pk

(
Fk,k+1

)T + Qk (13)

where δx−
k+1 is the predicted state vector; Pk represents the

state estimation error covariance matrix; P−
k+1 is the predicted

state estimation error covariance matrix; Qk denotes the state
process noise covariance matrix, Qk = E(μkμ

T
k ); and E(·)

denotes the function for calculating the expectation.
Once the state vector and state estimation error covariance

matrix have been predicted, the second step is to update the
state vector and state estimation error covariance matrix in a
weighted manner. The equations for the update procedure are

�xk+1 = �x−
k+1 + Kk+1

(
zk+1 − Hk+1�x−

k+1

)
(14)

Kk+1 = P−
k+1(Hk+1)

T[Hk+1P−
k+1(Hk+1)

T+Rk+1
]−1

(15)

Pk+1 = (I − Kk+1Hk+1)P
−
k+1 (16)

where Kk+1 denotes a Kalman gain matrix with dimensions
of 8 × N, I denotes the identity matrix, and Rk+1 represents
the covariance matrix of the measurement noise, which is
calculated as Rk = E(ηkη

T
k ) with ηk = [ηprr

k+1 η
prr
k+1]T .

B. LOS/NLOS Signal Model

In a GNSS, satellites broadcast signals to the Earth, and
a user equipped with an antenna receives the signals. After
sampling, amplification, and downconversion by the user’s
receiver, an intermediate-frequency (IF) data set is obtained.
According to a careful review of the literature, the IF signal
model can be written as follows [15], [38]:

yLOS(j · Ts) = A · C(j · Ts − τ0) cos((ωIF + ωd) · j · Ts + ϕ0)

+ wLOS(j · Ts) (17)

yNLOS(j · Ts) = αNLOS · A · C(j · Ts − τ0 − τNLOS)

× cos{(ωIF + ωd) · j · Ts + ϕ0 + �ϕNLOS

+ �ωNLOS · j · Ts} + wNLOS(j · Ts)

(18)

where yLOS and yNLOS denote the values of the sampled sig-
nals, j represents the index of the sampled signals, Ts denotes
the sampling time duration, A represents the signal ampli-
tude, C(·) is the pseudorandom noise (PRN) code modulated
in the navigation signals, τ0 is the initial code phase of the
signals, τNLOS is the additional code phase induced by the
occurrence of NLOS signal reflection, ωIF denotes the IF
signal frequency, ωd denotes the Doppler shift contained in

Fig. 1. Correlator outputs for GNSS NLOS/LOS signals [38]. (a) Correlator
outputs for a LOS signal. (b) Correlator outputs for an NLOS signal.

the received signals, ϕ0 denotes the initialized carrier phase,
�ϕNLOS denotes the additional carrier phase induced by the
occurrence of NLOS signal reflection, the variable αNLOS rep-
resents the NLOS reflection coefficient, and wLOS(i · Ts) and
wNLOS(i·Ts) denote the noise contained in the LOS and NLOS
signals, respectively, which is usually assumed to be subject
to a Gaussian distribution with zero mean [15].

The core of GNSS signal tracking is to align the local
replica with the received signals [7]. In this way, the signal
parameters (code phase and Doppler shift) are extracted. In
VT, the code phase is related to the positioning errors, and
the Doppler shift is related to the velocity errors. The code
discriminator and carrier-frequency discriminator outputs are
employed as the measurements in the VT navigation filter to
estimate the navigation solutions [38], [39]. Then, the esti-
mated navigation solutions are utilized to calculate the signal
parameters of the local signal replica. Generally, the carrier
and code discriminator outputs are calculated using the corre-
lation results between the local signal replica and the received
signals. Usually, three correlators, namely, an early correla-
tor (E), a prompt (P) correlator, and a late correlator (L), with
a code spacing of 0.5 are set up to correlate with the received
incoming signals [38], [39]. Fig. 1 presents the correlators’
outputs for LOS and NLOS signals. Under LOS conditions,
the peak of the correlator output should be consistent with the
prompt correlator output [38], [39]. Under NLOS conditions,
due to the additional signal reflection, there will be a positive
code phase bias. Additionally, the magnitude of the correlator
outputs will be lower than in the case of LOS signals. When
NLOS conditions occur, a bias will be added to the code phase
measurements listed in (7). After NLOS detection, the key is
to estimate this bias and correct it.
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Fig. 2. Factor graph.

C. VT Navigation Filter Model Under NLOS Conditions

As mentioned above, the additional code bias induced by
NLOS reception will cause the quality of the navigation
solutions to degrade. Therefore, before the code measurements
are passed to the navigation filter for navigation solution esti-
mation, the NLOS-induced code bias should be estimated and
corrected. Instead of directly excluding NLOS measurements,
this article proposes adding the NLOS-induced code bias to the
state vector for real-time estimation. Under NLOS conditions,
the pseudorange measurement model is written as

zpr
k+1 = Hpr

k+1 · �pT
k+1 + c · �tb,k+1 + bNLOS + η

pr
k+1 (19)

where bNLOS denotes the NLOS-induced pseudorange mea-
surement error. After the NLOS-induced bias is added to the
state vector, the new state vector is constructed as

xNLOS =
[
�pos,�vel,�tb,�td, bNLOS

]T
. (20)

Additionally, the state and measurement models are rewrit-
ten as

�xNLOS
k+1 = FNLOS

k,k+1�xNLOS
k + μNLOS

k+1 (21)

zNLOS
k+1 = HNLOS

k+1 · �xNLOS
k+1 + ηNLOS

k+1 (22)

where

FNLOS
k,k+1 =

[
Fk,k+1 0

0 I

]
(23)

HNLOS
k+1 =

[
Hpr

k+1 0N×3 A CN×1

0N×3 Hprr
k+1 B 0N×1

]
. (24)

Fk,k+1 is the state transformation matrix given in (3), and
CN×1 is a matrix with values of 1 and 0 for NLOS and LOS
conditions, respectively. The state vectors can be estimated
using the KF given in (12)–(16).

IV. FACTOR GRAPH OPTIMIZATION METHOD

It can be observed that the state and measurement models
are represented and modeled in terms of matrices, and they
are connected through the state transformation and observation

matrix. The optimal state estimate is solved for by minimizing
the state transformation and measurement errors in consecu-
tive epochs. In contrast, in FGO, the connection between the
states and measurements is represented by a graphic model;
Fig. 2 presents the structure of the factor graph for VT con-
sidering NLOS bias. Normally, the optimal state estimation
problem is solved for given measurements, and the factoriza-
tion function determined from the factor graph is given as
follows [7]:

f (χ) =
∏

i

fi
(
χ i
)

(25)

where χ i denotes the state nodes and edges are utilized to
connect the nodes with the factors fi.

In FGO, the optimal state estimate χ̂ is solved for by
minimizing the entire cost function, and the model is written as

χ̂ = arg min
χ

(
∏

i

fi
(
χ i
)
)

. (26)

Furthermore, the optimization problem can be converted into
a maximum a posteriori (MAP) problem. Suppose that the
state process noise and the measurement noise are subject to
Gaussian distributions with covariance matrices �k and �k.
The MAP problem is given by

X̂ = arg max
∏

P(Zi|Xi )
∏

P(Xi|Xi−1, ui ) (27)

P(Zi|Xi ) ∝ exp

(
−1

2

∥∥hi
(
Xi−1,ui

)− Xi
∥∥2

�i

)
(28)

P(Zi|Xi ) ∝ exp

(
−1

2
‖hi(Xi−1) − Xi‖2

�i

)
. (29)

Ultimately, the MAP problem is converted into a nonlinear
least squares problem, and the optimal state estimate is written
as

X̂ = arg min

(
K∑

i=1

∥∥fi
(
Xi−1,ui

)− Xi
∥∥2

�i
+

K∑

i=1

‖hi(Xi−1) − Xi‖2
�i

)

(30)
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where ‖·‖ is the Mahalanobis norm, Zi denotes the measure-
ment vector, ui denotes the control input, and X̂ denotes the
optimal states.

A. Factors and Error Functions

In the factor graph structure presented in Fig. 2, there are
three factors: 1) a motion factor; 2) a discriminator factor;
and 3) the NLOS bias factor. Let the factor graph for VT
considering NLOS bias be denoted by X = (x, B); the details
and related equations are given as follows.

1) Motion Factor: Two consecutive states are connected
through the model as expressed below

xj+1 = hmotion
(
xj
)+ N

(
0,�motion

j

)
(31)

where hmotion(·) denotes a function that is similar to (2).
Therefore, the error function of the motion factor is
expressed as

∥∥∥emotion
j+1

∥∥∥
2

�motion
j+1

= ∥∥xj+1 − hmotion
(
xj
)∥∥2

�motion
j+1

. (32)

2) VT Discriminator Factor: Similar to the measurement
model given for the KF method, the discriminator out-
puts are utilized as the measurements considered in the
state estimation process. The relationship between the
states and measurements is expressed as

Zj+1 = hD
(
xj+1, Bj+1

)+ N
(

0,�D
j+1

)
. (33)

Accordingly, the error function is written as
∥∥∥eD

j+1

∥∥∥
2

�D
j+1

= ∥∥Zj+1 − hD
(
xj+1, Bj+1

)∥∥2
�D

j+1
. (34)

3) NLOS Bias Factor: The NLOS bias between two
consecutive epochs is modeled as

Bj+1 = hB
(
Bj
)+ N

(
0,�B

j

)
. (35)

Accordingly, the error function is expressed as
∥∥∥eB

j+1

∥∥∥
2

�B
j+1

= ∥∥Bj+1 − hB
(
Bj
)∥∥2

�B
j+1

. (36)

For FGO-VT considering NLOS-induced bias, we use the
above three factors to formulate the optimal estimation of the
state vectors as follows:

X∗ = arg min

(∥∥
∥emotion

j+1

∥∥
∥

2

�motion
j+1

+
∥∥
∥eD

j+1

∥∥
∥

2

�D
j+1

+
∥∥
∥eB

j+1

∥∥
∥

2

�B
j+1

)

(37)

where X∗ denotes the set of state vectors.

B. Levenberg–Marquardt Method

In this article, we utilize the opensource library
GTSAM [41], [42] to implement FGO, and we define
the above three factors with this library. Here, we select the
Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) method to solve for the optimal
states using the error function given in (37). To illustrate the
LM method, the error function is written in a general form

F(Y) =
∑

costi · � · (costi)
T (38)

where Y denotes the vectors, � represents the inverse of
the covariance matrix, and costi represents the cost func-
tion. Generally, there are three essential steps in the LM
method [41], [42].

First, the first-order Taylor expansion of the cost function
F(Y) is calculated at Ỹ, yielding

costi

(
Ỹ + �Y

) ∼= costi + Jaci · �Y (39)

Fi

(
Ỹ + �Y

)
= costi

(
Ỹ + �Y

)
· � ·

(
costi

(
Ỹ + �Y

))T

∼= (costi + Jaci · �Y) · � · (costi + Jaci · �Y)T

= costi · � · costT
i + 2 · costi · � · Jaci · �Y

+ �YT · JacT
i · � · Jaci · �Y

= ci + 2 · �i · �Y + �YT · �i · �Y. (40)

Therefore, the cost function F(Y) is

F
(

Ỹ + �Y
)

=
∑

costi · � · (costi)
T

=
∑

ck +
∑

2 · �i · �Y +
∑

�YT · �i · �Y

= c + 2 · � · �Y + �YT · � · �Y. (41)

Second, by taking the derivative of (41) with respect to �Y
and setting the derivative equal to 0, the following equation is
obtained:

� · �Y = −�. (42)

When a damping factor λ is added to (42), the new
equation is

(� + λ · I)�Y = −�. (43)

An increment �Y∗ is obtained by solving (43); then, the
vector is updated as follows:

Ỹ = Ỹ + �Y∗. (44)

Finally, the first and second steps are repeated until certain
conditions are met, e.g., the number of iterations reaches a set
value or the increment �Y∗ is less than a predefined thresh-
old. Ỹ is the final value of the estimated vector. Additionally,
the damping factor λ affects the iterative process. Selecting a
suitable value of this damping factor can contribute to quicker
convergence of the estimation process [41], [42].

C. Comparison Between the KF and FGO Methods

The KF method is equivalent to finding the state vector by
minimizing the cost functions of the state transformation and
the measurements in two consecutive epochs. However, the
following drawbacks restrict its performance.

1) Uncertainty in the state vector �xk will degrade the esti-
mation through the transformation matrix Fk,k+1, and
the estimation of the state vector �xk is accomplished
in the previous epoch. Adding more state vectors to the
cost function might contribute to improved estimation
of these state vectors.

2) The state transformation matrix Fk,k+1 and the obser-
vation matrix Hk+1 might be nonlinear; hence, the
linearization applied by the KF might degrade the state
vector estimation.
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Fig. 3. IF signal collection.

3) When the signal conditions change from LOS to NLOS,
the state and measurement models also change. In
the KF method, the corresponding matrices, e.g., the
state estimation error covariance matrix, the KF gain
matrix, and the state transformation matrix, need to be
reconstructed.

FGO is a method of finding the optimal estimate of the
state vectors minimizing all error functions. A set of state
vectors is estimated simultaneously by minimizing the total
error function. In this manner, superior estimation of the state
vectors is expected compared with the KF method. In each
epoch, all or part of the past state vectors are estimated again.
These cost functions can be regarded as constraints on these
state vectors in FGO. The relationship between these state
vectors and error functions is presented in Fig. 2. Compared
with the KF method, the characteristics of the FGO method
can be summarized as follows.

1) The FGO method optimizes all states together in each
epoch. Compared with the KF method, FGO can alle-
viate the detrimental effect of the uncertainty of the
previous state vector, and the historical information
employed in the estimation process can contribute to
smoother results compared with the KF results.

2) FGO can work in a plug-and-play manner. For exam-
ple, the measurements might change due to the available
satellites in view; in the KF method, the corresponding
matrices must be reconstructed when the measurement
vectors or the state vectors change, whereas the state
vector in our proposed method is simply augmented
with the NLOS-induced bias when the signal conditions
change from LOS to NLOS.

3) The VT measurement model is nonlinear, and Section III
presents the linearized model. As presented in
Section III-B, a linearization operation is repeated in the
LM method to iteratively find the optimal estimate of
the state vectors. Thus, FGO can contribute to superior
performance compared with the linear KF method.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

With the aim of fully assessing the performance of the
proposed method, a simulation test and two field tests were
carried out. A GPS L1 data set was collected and selected as
an example in the experiments. In the first simulation test, we

Fig. 4. 3-D trajectory.

Fig. 5. Satellite distribution [8].

employed a GNSS signal simulator to generate a signal with
a given input trajectory. A GNSS IF collector was connected
to a laptop and utilized to sample and convert the GNSS sig-
nal (Fig. 3). Then, the developed VT software was used to
process the collected IF data set and obtain the navigation
solutions.

In the second and third experiments, we collected data sets
in a real environment. Both static and dynamic GPS L1 data
sets were collected; specifically, in the dynamic GPS L1 data
set, LOS/NLOS signal reception changes occurred along with
the motion.

A. Dynamic Simulation Test

The dynamic trajectory used in the simulation is presented
in Fig. 4. The time length was approximately 330 s. The satel-
lite distribution is presented in Fig. 5; note that we generated
the GNSS signals using the same ephemeris settings as in our
previous paper [8]. We utilized both the KF-VT and FGO-VT
methods to process the IF data set, and the horizontal posi-
tioning errors are presented in Fig. 6. It can be observed that
FGO-VT exhibited superior performance, and the statistical
analysis results are listed in Table I. Specifically, the mean
values of the horizontal positioning errors from FGO-VT are
lower by 36.4% compared with KF-VT, and the mean square
errors (MSEs) are lower by 29.2%. Note that here, we utilized
the GNSS signal simulator to generate “clean” signals.

With the aim of assessing the performance of FGO-VT
under NLOS conditions, we then added a bias to the code
discriminator outputs; specifically, we added a simulated
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Fig. 6. Horizontal positioning errors.

TABLE I
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HORIZONTAL POSITIONING ERRORS

Fig. 7. Horizontal positioning errors.

NLOS-induced bias of 50 m to PRN 08 during 100–120 s
and 200–220 s. Fig. 7 presents the horizontal positioning error
comparison, from which the following can be observed.

1) KF-VT and FGO-VT are both affected by NLOS-
induced bias, with most horizontal positioning errors
being larger than 25 m.

2) KF-VT-Correction and FGO-VT-Correction are both
effective for mitigating NLOS-induced errors, although
the horizontal positioning errors are still larger than
those under normal conditions. Table II lists the horizon-
tal positioning errors from KF-VT-Correction and FGO-
VT-Correction under NLOS conditions, from which it
can be seen that FGO-VT-Correction achieves superior
performance.

B. Static Field Testing

In addition to the simulation, we carried out a field
test to assess the performance of the proposed method.
Table III presents the parameters and details of the GPS
L1 collector (NSL Stereo) and the employed antenna (right-
handed circularly polarized). The sampling frequency was
26 MHz, and the intermediate frequency (IF) was 0 MHz.

Fig. 8. GPS L1 IF signal data set collection site on Google Earth and the
corresponding sky visibility plot [45].

TABLE II
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HORIZONTAL POSITIONING ERRORS

TABLE III
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF DATA

COLLECTION EQUIPMENT [15], [38], [45]

A crossroad in Hong Kong was selected as the data set collec-
tion site. Fig. 8(a) presents the data set collection site plotted
on Google Earth. Satellite visibility is plotted in Fig. 8(b) with
the building boundary information extracted from the 3-D
map. As presented, seven satellites were acquired and well
tracked in this test data set with the GPS L1 signal. Among
them, the PRN 3 and 22 signal sources were NLOS satellites.
The surrounding tall buildings blocked direct signals from
PRN 3 and PRN 22. The surfaces of the buildings reflected
the tracked signals. The signal strength is presented in Fig. 9,
and it can be observed that the PRN 3 and 22 signal strengths
were lower than those of the remaining satellites. The signal
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Fig. 9. Signal strength [45].

strength loss was induced by signal reflection. Note that this
data set was also utilized in our previous paper [45], some
results were different since the VT parameters were different.

Fig. 10 presents the latitude, longitude, and horizontal posi-
tioning errors, and the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the horizontal positioning errors is presented in Fig. 6.
The legend “KF-VT-NLOS” indicates the Kalman-filter-based
VT method without any means of addressing NLOS recep-
tion. The legend “KF-VT-Exclusion” refers to KF-VT with
NLOS-contaminated measurements excluded. Here, PRN 3
and PRN 22 were excluded while employing the other mea-
surements for VT to estimate the navigation solutions. The
legend “KF-VT-Correction” indicates the use of multiple cor-
relators for correction based on NLOS reception detection.
The NLOS-induced errors were extracted from multiple cor-
relators. As seen from the correlator outputs for LOS and
NLOS signals presented in Fig. 1, NLOS reception induces a
code phase bias between the peak in the correlator output and
the prompt correlator output with a code phase of zero. The
legend “FGO-VT-Correction” indicates the FGO-VT method
with multicorrelator-based NLOS correction. In the FGO-VT-
Correction method, the NLOS-induced code phase bias was
added to the state vector of the navigation filter, and the code
phase bias extracted from the multiple correlators was set as
the initial value of the state vector. Then, the iterative method
presented in Section III-B was employed to optimize the state
vector estimation.

By comparing the positioning errors from the four methods,
the following can be observed.

1) Either not addressing NLOS reception or directly
excluding NLOS-contaminated measurements greatly
exacerbates the positioning error. The green lines in
Fig. 10 represent the positioning errors of the KF-VT-
Exclusion method, in which PRN 3 and PRN 22 were
excluded; as a result, the in-view satellite geometry dis-
tribution worsened, and the positioning error increased.
The red lines represent the positioning errors of the
KF-VT-NLOS method, in which the inclusion of NLOS-
influenced measurements in the navigation solution
estimation process degraded the positioning accuracy.

2) The blue and yellow lines represent the positioning
errors of the KF-VT-Correction and FGO-VT-Correction

Fig. 10. Positioning errors. (a) Latitude errors. (b) Longitude
errors. (c) Horizontal positioning errors.

TABLE IV
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HORIZONTAL POSITIONING ERRORS

methods. Compared with the KF-VT-NLOS and KF-
VT-Exclusion methods, the positioning errors showed a
noticeable decrease after NLOS-induced code phase bias
correction; the results of a statistical analysis of these
positioning errors are listed in Table IV. After correc-
tion, the mean and MSE were smaller than 8 and 4 m,
respectively.

Furthermore, we observe that FGO-VT-Correction achieved
superior performance compared to the KF-VT-Correction
method. When the KF was substituted with FGO, the mean
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Fig. 11. CDF of the horizontal positioning errors.

and standard deviation values decreased by 28.9% and 18.4%,
respectively. Additionally, improvements can be observed from
the CDF of the positioning errors plotted in Fig. 11. We
suggest that the following factors likely contributed to these
improvements.

1) In FGO, state vectors from past and current epochs are
optimized together in an iterative process, and smoother
results are obtained. Here, only ten state vectors were
optimized together in the current epoch because of
computational load considerations.

2) The NLOS-induced bias is added to the state vec-
tor; thus, its estimation was also optimized, which
might contribute to the superior performance of the
KF-VT-Correction method.

C. Dynamic Field Testing With Real NLOS Conditions

In addition to the static field test, a GPS L1 IF data set
collected with a dynamic trajectory was employed to assess
the proposed method (this dynamic IF GPS L1 data set was
the same as that used in our previous paper [15], [45]).
Fig. 12 presents street views of the data set collection site,
the data set collection trajectory, and the in-view satellite dis-
tributions. In the experiment, the antenna was carried by a
pedestrian walking from Point #1 to Point #2 and then back
to Point #1. Specifically, the details of the trajectory were as
follows.

1) The pedestrian first stood unmoving at Point #1 for 40 s.
The corresponding in-view satellite distribution is plot-
ted in Fig. 12 (bottom left panel of the figure), containing
five “healthy” satellites (PRN 14, PRN 22, PRN 26,
PRN 31, and PRN 32).

2) Then, the pedestrian walked to Point #2 and stopped
for several seconds. Similarly, the satellite distribution at
Point #2 is plotted in the bottom right panel of Fig. 12. In
this case, PRN 31 produce an NLOS signal because the
elevation angle of PRN 31 was lower than the building
boundary.

3) Finally, the pedestrian walked back to Point #1 along the
same route. Fig. 13 presents the eastward velocity, which
is consistent with the above description of the route.

Fig. 14 presents the horizontal positioning errors of the
KF-VT-Correction and FGO-VT-Correction methods and the
corresponding CDF results for these positioning errors. It

Fig. 12. Street views and the satellite distributions at the two marked
points [45].

Fig. 13. Eastward velocity [45].

can be observed that the FGO-VT-Correction method outper-
formed the KF-VT-Correction method, similar to the static
test. Fig. 14(b) presents the CDF results for these position-
ing errors, which show that the positioning error distribution
was also improved. Specifically, the FGO-VT-Correction posi-
tioning errors were distributed in a narrow range, and the
maximum value of the positioning error was also decreased.

D. Discussion

In this article, the NLOS-induced bias was added to the
state vector and optimally estimated with an FGO method.
Superior performance was obtained by substituting this FGO
method for the KF method in the VT technique. However,
we can identify the following limitations and restrictions of
this work.

1) In this study, the VT program was implemented in
MATLAB 2018B, and the implementations of the
multiple correlators and the FGO method were com-
putation intensive. It would be of great significance
to investigate how to reduce the computational load.
Fig. 15 presents the average run time of FGO-VT for
100 iterations of the first experiment. Because of the
heavy computational load, we ran for four seconds
100 times, and it took several hours to process the
entire data set. As presented in Fig. 15, FGO takes
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Fig. 14. Positioning errors and CDF. (a) Horizontal positioning
errors. (b) CDF of the horizontal positioning errors.

Fig. 15. Computation time for FGO-VT.

approximately 20 s, whereas the KF method takes only
approximately 3 s. Note that the computation time refers
only to the KF or FGO computation; the multiple corre-
lators are not included. The update frequency of the VT
navigation filter is 1000 Hz to maintain signal tracking.

2) NLOS signals are attenuated due to reflection. As a
result, the statistical parameters of the noise change;
therefore, adaptive measurement matrix tuning might
contribute to better estimation of the navigation solu-
tions. In fact, the process and measurement noise
components did not strictly follow Gaussian distribu-
tions. It would be meaningful to investigate methods
for addressing this problem to improve the estimation
accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed an FGO-based VT method
for NLOS-induced bias estimation and correction. The
NLOS-induced bias was added to the state vector, which was

optimally estimated using the FGO method. Three different
GPS L1 IF data sets were employed to assess the proposed
method. Based on the experimental results, the following
conclusions were drawn.

1) NLOS correction effectively reduces the positioning
error; correction is better than mitigation or exclusion.

2) FGO-VT outperforms KF-VT. Additionally, FGO-VT
can decrease the positioning errors under NLOS con-
ditions.

3) The VT measurement model is usually nonlinear. In
conventional KF-VT, the measurement model is first lin-
earized. The iterative process in FGO might effectively
alleviate the detrimental effect of the nonlinear model
on navigation solution estimation.
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